Emory Computer Science is advancing research and education at the frontiers of computing and AI, and seeks to recruit outstanding colleagues at all ranks. Emory CS is a vibrant department engaged in high-impact scholarship that has grown three-fold since 2018 and intends to build on this momentum. CS scholars collaborate extensively across multiple disciplines, including health, humanities, social, and natural sciences, to explore computational approaches to advancing society. Our faculty are passionate about scholarship, teaching, and social responsibility, and are fully supported by the University via significant mentoring, world-class facilities, and substantial resources. The Department is committed to global impact through CS scholarship, prides itself on a family-friendly dual-career environment, and engages with industry, alumni, and the community. Broadening participation in computing is a key principle, and we especially encourage applications from women and members of underserved groups. For more information about Emory CS, please see http://www.cs.emory.edu/

Computer Science is central to Emory’s AI.Humanity initiative https://aihumanity.emory.edu/ that brings together disciplines from across the university to better human health, generate economic value, and promote social justice. AI.Humanity exemplifies the remarkable collegial spirit that makes Emory a leader in collaborative interdisciplinary endeavors while advancing knowledge in fundamental and applied domains. The university is highly ranked for outstanding research and education as well as among America’s Best Employers for Women and Best Employers for Diversity, and fosters a culture of excellence, inclusivity and cooperation. The campus is an integral part of the energetic Atlanta area, offering cultural, social, and recreational opportunities, a mild climate, and unmatched accessibility.

Applications for Tenure-Track/Tenured Positions are invited from candidates with exceptional research, teaching, and citizenship profiles, for appointment as tenure-track Assistant Professor, or as tenured Associate/Full Professor.

Applicants must have a PhD in Computer Science or a closely related field. Research areas of particular interest include (1) AI and Machine Learning (including natural language processing, computer vision/understanding, AI-Human interaction, fairness, and policy); (2) Data Management (privacy/security, knowledge mining, data analytics, and visual computing); and (3) Cross-Cutting Areas (e.g., social impact/ human-centered computing, sustainable computing, and HPC/Quantum Systems). We especially welcome candidates who connect to strengths within CS and to humanities, social sciences, natural sciences and mathematics, and health sciences.

Applications must be submitted via Interfolio: https://apply.interfolio.com/113254/

Applications should comprise a cover letter, CV, research statement, teaching statement, and three letters of recommendation. In a separate statement, please outline your interests in enhancing diversity, equity, and inclusion. Informal inquiries are welcome via email to the department chair at vss@emory.edu. Review of applications will begin on December 1, 2022. Full consideration will be given to applications received up to at least 30 days after review begins until the position is filled.

Emory University is an equal employment opportunity and affirmative action employer. Women, minorities, people with disabilities and veterans are strongly encouraged to apply. Emory University is committed to student and faculty diversity, equity, and inclusion.